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Lesson-1

.

“Unique animals”

*Answer the following Question:1) Where are the Shrimps mostly found?
2) Which animal can sleep for three years?
3) Which is the largest bird of the world?
4) Name the animals which cannot jump?
5) Name the animals who has four noses?
Lesson-2

”Unique Birds”

*Fill in the blanks:1) The ostrich is mostly found in
.
2) Peacocks are mostly found in
and
.
3) Forest Owlets are mostly found in
India.
4)
are social birds.
5)
is the largest bird in the parrot family.
*Fill in the Missing letters:1) OST_ _CH
2) FL_M_N_O
3) M_C_W
4) PH_L_PP_NE
5) GO_ _RN_ _N

Lesson-3 “Unique places”

a) Famous places belongs to the following countries:Place
Tunnel of love ------------------Tulip Fields ---------------------Hitachi seaside park -----------Red Beach----------------------Naica Mine --------------Antelope Canyon -------1

Countries
Ukraine
Netherlands
Japan
China
Mexico
USA

b) Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false statement:1. Black forest are found in Africa.
2. ICE caves are common in the Arctic.
3. Bamboo forests are widely found in Japan.
4. The wettest place of the world is in India.
5. Canola fields are found in china.
Lesson-4“Amazing facts about us”
*Fill in the blanks:1) We exercise 36 muscles when we
.
2) Babies start dreaming even before they are
3) Our
never grow.
4) When you
your stomach lining also reddens.
5) The main purpose of the eyebrows is to keep
Lesson-5 “Words for actions”
*Match these animals with their action:Animals
Action
1) Dog
Fly
2) Eagle
Run
3) Bird
Swing
4) Rabbit
Swoop
5) Ape
Leap
*Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false statements.
1) The rat scampers.
2) The lion swing.
3) The Butterfly Flutters.
4) Wolves lope.
5) The rabbit flies.
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out of eye.

